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This much clearer sustainability focus has 
enabled the team to widen the scope of our 
sustainability actions which was rewarded by 
improved performance within the People and 
Planet Green League.

Our Environmental Sustainability Policy,  
first published in 2007 and renewed in 2010, 
commits the University to: “Reducing our 
environmental impacts and continuing to 
promote sustainability in all its operations.”

We aim to create a sustainable working and 
learning environment through efficient use of 
resources, raising awareness of sustainability 
issues amongst our staff and students and by 
integrating the principles of sustainability within 
our strategies and operational procedures.

This Annual Sustainability Report has been 
published to highlight the sustainability 
activities carried out throughout the 2012/13 
academic year and to report on the University’s 
performance against the objectives identified 
within our Environmental Management System.

Welcome

2012/13 has been a particularly rewarding year with regard to sustainability  
at City University London. Having increased the size of our team with the 
addition of a Sustainable Behaviour Assistant, we were able to work much more 
closely with our students and staff. The launch in May 2012 of the University‘s 
Strategic Plan 2012-2016 and the inclusion of sustainability as a Strategic Key 
Performance Indicator has clearly illustrated the integration of sustainability 
within the University’s development plans.
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The principles of our Environmental Sustainability Policy have been applied 
in the development of an Environmental Management System (EMS). Our 
EMS is accredited to ISO 14001, the international standard for Environmental 
Management Systems and is underpinned by a robust management structure, 
established with the view to embedding sustainability throughout the institution. 
This diagram outlines the University’s Environmental Management structure 
showing the operational reporting lines across each area.

Environmental management system

Executive Committee (UET)

Sustainability Group

Energy & Environmental Manager 

Staff and students

Environmental Committee 

•   Energy & Environmental Manager 
(EMS, Energy & Water)

•   Environmental Officer 
(Transport)

•   Head of Projects 
(Construction and Refurbishments)

•   Operations Manager 
(Emissions & Discharges)

•   Safety Manager 
(Health, Welfare & Safety)

•   Purchasing Manager 
(Sustainable Procurement)

•   Facilities Manager 
(Waste Management)

•   Contract Safety Coordinator 
(Contractor Liaison)

•   Leadership & Staff Development Unit 
(Staff Training & Volunteering)

•   PAF Communications Officer 
(Communications)

•   TBD (ICT)

University Working Groups

•   Environmental Champions Network 
and Steering Group

•   Safety Liaison Officers (SLO) Forum
•   Travel Plan Working Group
•   Catering Committee
•   Fairtrade Steering Group

Suppliers/Contractors, visitors and other external stakeholders
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performance league and we are now ranked 
as the highest performing higher education 
institution in the UK. Total energy 
consumption however, increased over the 
reporting period, a result of the required 
heating response during the prolonged 
winter period and the coldest spring 
conditions for 50 years. 
Total emissions resulting from this 
consumption now stand at 8,978 tonnes 
CO2 an increase of 3.4% on the previous 
year. However, this remains 30% below the 
University’s 2005/6 Carbon Management 
Plan baseline. As such, the University 
remains on track to meet its target of a 43% 
reduction in carbon emissions by 2020. 
Final commissioning of the University’s 
Combined Cooling Heat and Power plant, 
which was underway at the time of this 
report’s publication will enable a more 
nuanced response to conditions in future 
years and ensure the University remains on 
track. New contracts were agreed for both 
gas and electricity supply; as a result the 
University now procures more than 91% of 
its total electricity from renewable sources. 
Water consumption increased by 11.1% 
when compared to the previous year. The 
increase in water consumption can largely 
be attributed to the increased number of 
construction and refurbishment projects 
delivered throughout the year, many 
of which required flushing and filling 
exercises as part of their commissioning. 

23rd ▲
position in the  
2013 People & Planet  
Green League

30% ▼
below our 2005/06 
Carbon Management  
plan baseline

91% ▲
of electricity is from  
renewable resources

The 2012/13 academic year again demonstrated the University’s commitment to 
embedding sustainability within all of its activities. The inclusion of a Sustainability 
Key Performance Indicator (KPI) within the University’s Strategic Plan enabled 
greater engagement with key sustainability stakeholders and a resultant step 
change in sustainability performance. Performance in the 2013 People & Planet 
Green League improved significantly, with City gaining a First, exceeding its KPI and 
improving its league position by 36 places. The University occupies 23rd position in 
the league, making it the third highest ranked London institution. 

Executive summary

The inclusion of a sustainability KPI within 
the University’s Strategic Plan also enabled 
greater engagement with the University 
Estates Strategy and the development of 
a sustainability briefing procedure for 
projects within the estates strategy, this led 
to the adoption of the SKA sustainability 
appraisal methodology for projects 
associated with that strategy. 
City has taken a leading role in working 
with RICS to develop a higher education 
specific SKA appraisal methodology. The 
methodology ranks refurbishments as 
bronze, silver or gold based on a number 
of sustainability criteria at design and 
handover. The SKA methodology is now 
firmly embedded within the projects 
procedure and all projects currently under 
development at the University must achieve 
a minimum silver standard at design and 
handover. In addition to this a biodiversity 
strategy was developed and has been 
used to ensure sympathetic design and 
development within the estates strategy. 
A target for this measure is now included 
within this sustainability report. Other 
benefits as a result of the inclusion of a 
sustainability KPI include the development 
and publication of the University’s 
first Ethical Investment Policy, a target 
for which is also included within this 
sustainability report.
The University strengthened its position 
within the national Carbon Reduction 
Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRCEES) 

Energy consumption and emissions 2012/13 figures

Electricity ▼  2.2%

Weather corrected gas ▲  2.4%

Water ▲  11.1%

CO2 ▲  3.4%

Costs ▲  24%
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24% ▲
increase in total  
utilities costs

40% ▲
increase in  
environmental  
champions

68% ▲
increase in greening  
actions delivered by  
staff and students To address this, the role of Sustainable 

Behaviour Assistant was created. This 
addition to the team, which has recently 
been formalised through the Professional 
Services Review, has enabled us to focus 
in more detail on this area. As a result the 
number of Environmental Champions 
within the University network increased to 
212; a 40% increase on the previous year. 
The number of teams participating in the 
Green Impact engagement programme 
increased by 22%, with 34 volunteer 
students and seven serving as project 
assistants for the first time. Green Impact 
teams work within their departments 
or student groups to deliver greening 
actions which can range from ensuring 
their departments switch off the lights 
to organising and hosting events to raise 
awareness of particular sustainability 
issues. The inclusion of students as 
project assistants offers several benefits 
for students, including certified training 
in auditing, monitoring and evaluation, 
skills which are greatly valued within the 
green economy. As a result the number 
of greening actions delivered by staff 
and students across all University sites 
increased by 68%.
A fourth Green City Week was held from 
24th to 28th October 2012, with a focus on 
embedding the activities within curricular 
requirements. This year’s event was 
particularly successful with events such as 
the Careers in Energy panel discussion. The 
University has retained its Fairtrade status 
and participated in Fairtrade fortnight, 
with a panel discussion entitled, “Macro 
vs Micro: Should Fairtrade welcome big 
business into the market?”, hosted by 
Professor Tim Lang of the Centre for Food 
Policy. Further campaigns, including the 
Love Food Hate Waste workshops on food 
waste minimisation, were also successful 
during the year. 

A Water Action Plan has been developed 
with Thames Water and Ripple Effect to 
identify water reduction initiatives to be 
delivered in the new year. As part of this 
plan Automatic Meter Readers (AMR) have 
now been fitted to all of the University’s 
water meters, which will be connected to 
the University’s Building Management 
System (BMS) in the new year. This will 
allow the University to monitor water use 
more accurately and target its initiatives
Total utilities costs increased against the 
previous year by 24%. This was in part 
due to the increase in consumption of gas 
as a result of the colder winter conditions 
and the commissioning of the Combined 
Cooling Heat and Power plant. The cost 
increase was also driven by the move to 
new utilities contracts with the electricity 
cost per unit increasing by 30% and water 
cost per unit increasing by 12%. The cost 
of gas per unit fell by 10% over this period; 
however, this was more than offset by the 
increase in consumption.
The benefits of the new waste policy 
and the Zero Waste to Landfill strategy, 
introduced in 2011/12, are evident in our 
improved performance in the People & 
Planet Green League (waste criteria) and 
improved legal compliance. Monthly 
waste statistics based on weight, rather 
than estimation, are now published on 
the University website This has resulted in 
a significant reduction in the tonnage of 
waste per FTE. Further improvements are 
anticipated in this area in the coming year, 
with a projected reduction in waste per 
head and an increased recycling rate. Some 
incidents of recycling contamination were 
reported and a campaign to focus on this 
issue will be delivered in the coming year.
A 2011/12 survey, conducted in partnership 
with the NUS, highlighted the level of 
student awareness and engagement with 
Sustainability activities as a priority area. 
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This section details the University’s performance 
against each of its key environmental aspects:

 

•	 Energy	and	carbon	reduction 
•	 Water	consumption 
•	 Waste
•	 Transport	and	travel 
•	 Purchasing	and	procurement 
•	 Sustainable	food
•	 Biodiversity 
•	 Construction	and	maintenance 
•	 Stakeholder	engagement.

Targets for 2012/13 have been identified for each aspect 
to address the most significant environmental impacts. 
Progress against each target is appraised as met, partially 
met or not met.
A commentary is provided for each aspect and targets for 
2013/14 proposed.

Summary of performance against objectives

71%

17%

12%

  Met 
  Partially met 
  Not met
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We have made significant progress in 
reducing carbon emissions since the 
appointment of a full-time energy manager 
in 2006. An initial Carbon Management 
Plan was produced in May 2007; this was 
revised and republished in May 2011 in line 
with HEFCE guidelines. The plan commits 
City to reduce its carbon emissions by 
30% by 2015 and 43% by 2020 (against 
2005/06 baseline figures) through a 
variety of initiatives, including awareness 
campaigns, the use of renewable energy 
sources and the provision of energy 
saving devices in new and refurbished 
buildings. To date, we have achieved an 
overall reduction of 30%. To maintain this 
downward trajectory, an annual target of 
a minimum 3% reduction was identified 
within our EMS objectives. 

Policy objectives
•  To utilise energy as efficiently  

as possible by no cost measures  
(i.e. good housekeeping)

•  To develop a monitoring and targeting 
system so that each Department becomes 
responsible for its own energy/water 
policy and performance

•  To invest in energy efficient plant and 
projects with paybacks of less than  
four years

•  To design in energy efficiency to  
all new buildings, refurbishments  
and equipment

•  To publish clear targets for energy 
consumption annually and to report 
progress on the previous year

•  To minimise gaseous emissions and 
waste products which are likely to cause 
damage to the environment

•  To increase the energy awareness of staff 
and students

•  To reduce dependence on fossil fuels by 
using alternative ambient and renewable 
forms of energy where it is practical and 
economic to do so

•  To procure goods and services from 
organisations who demonstrate a 
positive commitment to energy efficiency 
where it is practical and cost effective to 
do so

•  To reduce carbon emissions by 43%  
by 2020.

The University estate consists of a number of buildings of diverse ages and 
construction types, with the largest concentration in the Northampton Square 
campus. The use of energy to power equipment, heat and cool our buildings is 
a key operational activity which results in the emission of CO2. The University 
publishes emissions from its key buildings monthly on its website and reports 
progress in tonnes of CO2 emitted annually. 

Energy and carbon reduction

2012/13 targets: energy and carbon reduction Status

Achieve a minimum 3% annual carbon emissions reduction by  
31st July 2013 ✘  Not met 1

 Increase granularity within monthly carbon reporting to include 
comparison to previous year commencing 31st August 2012 ✔  Met

Increase proportion of electricity supplied from renewable 
resources (50% Target) ✔  Met

1  Energy emissions 
increased by 3.4% over the 
academic year. CCHP plant 
commissioning issues and 
the prolonged winter were key 
factors. The CCHP will be fully 
commission early in the next 
academic year. Improvements 
to the university building 
fabric and insulation will also 
be implemented to address 
this shortfall.
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CCHP as there is an insufficient electrical 
or heating load. The heating plant must 
therefore be run to compensate. While the 
CCHP has started to deliver some benefits, 
the delayed completion and extended 
commissioning period has limited these 
benefits. Consumption analysis clearly 
indicates a reduction in imported electricity 
as illustrated by the 2.2% reduction in total 
electrical consumption. Unfortunately 
this reduction is not sufficient to offset the 
increase in gas consumption, resulting 
in the reported 3.4% increase in carbon 
emissions. These sorts of problems are 
common in the first year of operation of 
CCHP systems and with data captured from 
the first year of operation, the system can 
be fine tuned and a more elegant solution 
achieved in the coming year. The inclusion 
of a full year at the Myddelton Street site, 
which alone contributed circa 49 Tonnes 
of CO2 also had a significant impact on the 
University footprint. 
Table 1.0 shows the scale of increase in gas 
consumption as opposed to the reduction in 
electrical use. The graph below illustrates 
how the increase in gas consumption has 
impacted on overall energy use and the 
trend since the baseline year.

Commentary
The University has performed well against 
its target energy and carbon metrics 
and in national league tables. However, 
energy consumption has risen and as a 
result, carbon emissions have increased 
over the academic year by 3.4%. While 
this is disappointing and means that 
the University has not met its reporting 
target for the year, there are a number of 
mitigating factors. These factors include 
the comparatively harsh and prolonged 
winter, increased library operating hours at 
Northampton Square, Cass Business School 
and the City Law School, the addition of a 
new building at Myddelton Street and the 
ongoing commissioning of the Combined 
Cooling Heat and Power (CCHP) plant.
Degree day analysis and comparison 
to the previous year indicates a 25% 
increase in heating requirement. Gas 
consumption as a result increased by 28% 
compared to 2011/12, however when this 
is corrected for weather, the increase is 
a more modest 2.4%. Additional library 
opening at the main campus and over 
the Christmas and New Year period also 
had a significant impact. During these 
periods it is not efficient to operate the 

2011/12 2012/13 Change

Electricity 12,809 MWh
0.119 MWh/m2

12,412 MWh
0.111 MWh/m2 ▼  2.2%

Gas 9,400 MWh
0.087 MWh/m2

12,061 MWh
0.107 MWh/m2 ▲  28%

Degree Days 1,731 2,170 ▲  25%

Weather Corrected Gas 2 8,254 MWh 8,448 MWh ▲  2.8%

Total Energy MWh 22,209 MWh 24,473 MWh ▲  10.1%

Total Carbon CO2 8645 Tonnes 8978 Tonnes ▲  3.8%

3.4% ▲
increase in  
carbon emissions

2.2% ▼
reduction in electrical 
consumption

43% ►
target reduction  
by 2020

Table 1.0

City University London Energy Consumption Trend

40,000,000

30,000,000

20,000,000

10,000,000

05/06 06/07 07/08 08/09

Year

09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13

kWh

Electricity kWh

Fossil Fuel kWh

Total kWh
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Failure to achieve this year’s reduction 
target has had a minor impact on the 
University’s wider Carbon Management 
Plan progress as can be seen in the  
graph below. 
University emissions now stand at 30% 
below its 2005/6 baseline and remains 
on track to achieve the target of a 43% 
reduction by 2020. A key factor in the 
delivery of this target will continue to be 
the effective commissioning of the CCHP 
as once fully operational, emissions 
savings of circa 1,044 tonnes per annum 
can be achieved. It also remains vital that 
future developments adhere to the energy 
and carbon targets set out within their 
sustainability registers and the SKA ratings 
criteria. Improvements to the building 
fabric, particularly to the buildings around 
Northampton Square which largely 
feature original single glazed windows 
and uninsulated cavity walls, will also 
mitigate the impact of increased building 
utilisation as a result of the University 
Estates Strategy.

The renegotiation of the utilities contract 
during the year presented an opportunity 
for the University to shift its procurement 
of electricity to renewable sources. The 
use of renewable sources is reported 
within Estates Management records and 
is viewed favourably by the People & 
Planet Green League 2. The inclusion of 
renewable sources and the implementation 
of CCHP will secure additional points 
under the energy sources criteria, an area 
in which the University currently scores 
poorly, while ensuring continued strong 
performance against its Key Performance 
Indicator. The graph below shows the 
proportion of the University carbon 
emissions derived from renewable sources.

Academic Year

Baseline reduction
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Actual reduction

Target reduction

City University London Progress against Carbon Management Plan

Utilities emission constituents from baseline year

2  In the People & Planet Green 
League, we scored 9 out of 
10 for carbon management 
and in the Carbon Reduction 
Commitment Energy 
Efficiency Scheme our 
position rose from 155 to 64 
of 2097 organisations: City 
is now ranked as the highest 
performing university in the 
UK on this measure. Weather 
Corrected gas consumption 
utilises degree day analysis  
to enable annual winters  
to be compared on a like for 
like basis.
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Building Rating Efficiency

Gloucester Building B 26 - 50 45

Princeton Street C 51 - 75 71

City Innovation Centre D 76 - 100 97

College Building D 76 - 100 97

Northampton Square D 76 - 100  97

Grays Inn Place E 101 - 125 103

Social Science Building E 101 - 125 112

Fight for Sight Bath Street F 125 - 150 137

Cass Business School G 150 + 157

Table 2.0

Display Energy Certificates
All Display Energy Certificates (DECs) were 
renewed in August 2013 for the period 
covering 1st August 2012 to 31st July 2013. 
The table below shows the ratings and 
bandings achieved. All buildings retained 
their rating compared to the previous year.
Four buildings remain below the typical 
rating; in each case actions have been 

implemented to improve this rating.  
These include a BMS overhaul and lighting 
solutions at the Social Science Building and 
LED lighting and new cooling plant at the 
Cass Business School. Both sets of actions 
were due to be completed at the time of 
going to press, together with improved 
heating controls and metering at both Grays 
Inn Place and Bath Street. 

2013/14 Objectives
•  Achieve a 3% reduction in carbon 

emissions by July 2014
•  Carry out review of all energy standards 

to incorporate SKA recommendations.

 100 would be typical
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Policy objectives
•  To promote the efficient use of 

environmental resources (energy, water 
and raw materials)

•  Reduce water consumption by 30%  
by 2020

•  Ensure the University meets or exceeds 
legislative compliance. 

Commentary
Following closure of University student 
halls in 2010/11, that academic year was 
applied for water reduction targets and 
a 2.5% reduction target for 2012/13 was 
set. This was ambitious, given that the 
commissioning of the CCHP, the chilled 
water ring main and several other projects 
initiated as part of the estates strategy 
would require a significant amount of 
system flushing and refilling. As a result, 
water consumption in 2012/13 increased 
by 2.4% when compared to 2011/12. 
Consumption does, however, remain 32% 
below the 2010/11 baseline. 
It is proposed to retain the 2010/11 baseline 
as proposed developments under the 
estates strategy will make this much more 
difficult to achieve. In anticipation of 
these developments the University worked 
closely with Thames Water and Ripple 
Effect to develop a Water Action Plan. The 
Water Action Plan, which is published on 
the University website, identifies water 
saving initiatives that can be applied at 
various University locations. As part of the 
action plan, automatic meters were fitted 
to all water meters to enable more accurate 
monitoring. Thames Water received this 
information directly, eliminating the need 

for estimation. A project to be delivered 
in the new year will enable this data to 
be viewed over the University SCADA 
system, thereby allowing for more accurate 
building targets. 
An aggressive reduction target will again 
be set for 2013/14 with a view to ensuring 
that best practice is applied in all proposed 
development. All projects will be expected 
to meet SKA silver criteria, with all 
installed equipment required to be on the 
approved Water Technology List.

Discharges
The University does not have a site-wide 
consent to discharge to Thames Water 
Surface Drainage. As such the University 
requires all flushing or drain down effluent 
to be tankered away and the appropriate 
documentation provided. A contractor may 
also apply directly to Thames Water for a 
discharge consent. Over the course of the 
year five discharge consents were grant to 
contractors working at City:

1  Gratte Brothers Ltd  
Chilled water ring main

2  Russell Cawberry  
Gloucester Building refurbishment

3  Overbury 
City innovation Centre refurbishment

4  Structuretone 
200 Aldersgate

5  Smooth Flow  
Water treatment

Although water consumption is not a prescribed area within the HEFCE guidelines 
for Carbon Management Plans, it has been included as a measurement metric 
since the first edition of City’s Carbon Management Plan. HEFCE has identified 
water consumption as a Scope 3 emission (indirect emission) and indicated that 
measurement of Scope 3 emissions will become compulsory in the 2012/13 Estate 
Management Statistics. As such, the University is demonstrating good practice by 
including this within its reporting methodology.

Water 

2012/13 targets: water Status

Achieve a minimum 2.5% per m2 annual reduction by 31st July 2013 
based on 2010/11 baseline ✘  Not met

Develop and communicate water action plan by 31st March 2013 ✔  Met
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11.1% ▲
increase in consumption

15,000 ▲
litres dispensed through  
tap water machines

1,290 ►
tonnes CO2 saved through 
reduction in bottled water

3		Baseline	year	was	changed	to	
2010/11 from 2005/6 to reflect 
the loss of the University halls 
in the last academic year and 
to provide a robust reduction 
baseline

2011/12 2012/13 Change

Water 40,362
0.37 m3/m2

44,913
0.40 m3/m2 ▲  11.1%

Gross Floor Area 107,971 m2 112,370 m2 ▲  4.1

Table 3.0 Comparison of water consumption in 2012/13 against 2010/11 baseline year 3 

Sciences, Innovation and Sports  
Centre Buildings) and at Cass Business 
School (Bunhill Row, Chiswell Street and 
Longbow House).
City-branded life bottles are available 
for students and staff to purchase across 
various outlets of the University.
Annually, this equates to 360,000 bottles 
saved from landfill with carbon savings of 
15,480 kg (15.48 tonnes) by not transporting 
the bottled water.

Drinking water provisions at City
City aims to promote the benefits of  
tap water while discouraging the use  
of plastic bottles. 
Free chilled drinking water is provided for 
all staff and students across the University 
as part of our participation with the 
www.tapwater.org scheme.
Free water cooler machines are currently 
available at Northampton Square (in the 
Drysdale, Tait, University, College, Social 
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Northampton 
Square

Cass Business 
School

Number of machines as of 31st July 2013 7 10

Average litres dispensed per month across 
all machines on site 7,000 8,000

Cost for water per month to University 
(based on Thames Water figures of £0.65 
per 1,000 litres) for all machines on site

£4.55 £5.20

Number of 500ml bottles NOT being sent 
to landfill each month as result of these 
consumption figures

14,000 bottles 16,000 bottles

Carbon (CO2) saved per month by not 
transporting bottle water 602 kg 688 kg

Table 5.0 Monthly statistics, water cooler machines 

Bottled water
Where bottled water is sold on campus, 
only One Water (www.onewater.org.uk) 
is offered. One Water donates 100% of the 
profits of the sales of these bottles  
to help fund clean water supply projects  
in developing countries.
All water provided through in-house 
hospitality is filtered and bottled on site 
into reusable glass bottles. No plastic 
bottles are provided.

2013/14 Targets
•  Achieve 2.5% reduction in water 

consumption by July 2014
•  Roll out recommendations of water 

action plan to include connection 
of automatic readers to Building 
Management System (BMS).
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Another key improvement was the 
introduction of waste collection data  
based on volume and weight collected.  
In previous years, our waste and recycling 
data has been primarily based on estimated 
data. This meant that potentially inaccurate 
data on total waste and recycling was 
included in the annual Estates 
Management Statistics (EMS). As shown  
by the new 2012/13 data, previous estimates 
were much higher than the actuals. This 
reduction in waste will be of benefit going 
forward within our EMS data and our 
People & Planet Green League performance.

The main waste streams are now being 
collected separately and reported on 
monthly by site:
•  Dry recycling
•  Food waste
•  Bulky waste
•  Confidential waste
•  Glass
•  Waste for incineration. 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE) waste is collected separately by 
eReco and includes all electrical and 
hazardous waste such as printer and toner 
cartridges.
City aims to apply the principles of the 
Waste Management Hierarchy to ensure 
that waste is dealt with in way that impacts 
least on the environment.

2012/13 targets: waste management Status

 Initiate a waste and recycling awareness and engagement 
campaign. The campaign will promote waste minimisation 
alongside recycling roll-out to be completed by end 
December 2012.

✔  Met

Publish recycling and composting rates quarterly on website. ✔  Met

Waste Management Hierarchy

A number of improvements were made to City’s waste management this year as a 
result	of	the	new	waste	contract	with	Bywaters,	which	commenced	on	1st August 2012. 
Key among these was the elimination of any waste going to landfill. City’s objective to 
send zero waste to landfill by 2017 was effectively met five years ahead of schedule 
with the start of the new contract due to all residual (non-recyclable) waste going to 
an incineration facility to be converted into energy rather than to landfill. 

Waste management 

Prevention

Minimisation

Reuse

Recycling

Energy Recovery 
(incineration)

Disposal 
(landfill)

Best option

Worst option
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Policy objectives
•  Provide bins and containers across 

the University to ensure the effective 
segregation of waste and to maximize 
reuse and recycling opportunities;

•  Develop targets for waste minimisation, 
recycling rates and diversion from 
landfill;

•  Measure and monitor waste disposal 
rates, recycling rates and recovery rates, 
to identify where waste management 
improvements can be made;

•  Raise awareness amongst all staff, 
students and other stakeholders of 
the importance of sustainable waste 
management through education 
initiatives and campaigns. 

Commentary
A new Waste Engagement Strategy was 
implemented this year to help raise 
awareness amongst students and staff. New 
signs and bins were introduced and waste 
campaigns and workshops (such as the 
Love Food Hate Waste campaign) were held 
throughout the year. 
City also implemented a new redistribution 
network called WARPit (Waste Action 
Reuse Portal). WARPit is an online peer to 
peer redistribution network that supports 
the re-provision of surplus furniture and 
equipment. This means that we now have  
a very simple mechanism in place to loan or 
pass on surplus items to colleagues within 
City, or on to partner organisations if they 
can’t find a home at City. WARPit will bring 
many benefits to City, including: 
•  Reduced purchasing costs
•  Reduced waste disposal costs
•  Improved current reuse system
•  Increased recycling
•  Increased space efficiency
•  Better partnership collaboration
•  Stock management
•  Lower carbon emissions 
•  Management reports
•  Reduced visible waste.
Additional improvements made to waste 
collection at City this year include:
•  Dedicated bins for waste streams and 

improved bin locations
•  Dedicated signage and colour coded bags
•  Regular auditing and visual inspection 

by portering staff of bagged waste
•  Introduction of food recycling using 

dedicated containers and corn starch bags
•  Compaction equipment at main campus
•  Dry recyclables sent to Materials 

Recovery Facility (MRF) in Bow
•  Smart planning of scheduled dustcart 

rounds 
•  Training for waste ambassadors
•  Scheduled amendments during  

term times
•  Regular reporting on service issues.

2013/14 Targets
•  Develop waste engagement strategy 

with clear objectives for engaging 
stakeholders and for use as monitoring 
and evaluation plan

•  Establish waste reduction targets  
for 2013/14 based on 2012/13 collection 
data and implement action plan to  
ensure success

•  Increase student and staff engagement 
as evidenced by reduced waste and 
contamination and improved recycling.

Waste and recycling data 2012/13
Total Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment (WEEE) collections 2012/13
•  Non hazardous waste = 8,986 kg
•  Hazardous waste = 3,848 kg
The Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment Directive (WEEE Directive)  
is the European Community directive 
2002/96/EC on waste electrical and 
electronic equipment (WEEE) which aims 
to address the environmental impacts 
of WEEE, and to encourage its separate 
collection, and subsequent treatment,  
re-use, recovery, recycling and 
environmentally sound disposal.

0% ▼
waste to landfill

52% ▲
of City’s waste is recycled

53% ▲
increase in recycling  
rate over last year
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Waste stream type Weight (tonnes) Volume 
(m3)

Dry recycling 198.78 2917.20

Food waste 59.64 127.91

Bulky waste 38.58 318.60

Confidential waste 13.59 199.92

Glass 17.86 66.48

Waste for incineration 302.92 3103.90

Total 631.36 6734.01

Table 6.0 Total waste 2012/13 

2012/13 
(actual)

Weight 
(tonnes)

% of 
total

2011/12 
(estimated)

Weight 
(tonnes)

% of 
total

Total waste for 
incineration 302 48% Total landfill 898 66%

Total recycling 329 52% Total recycling 467 34%

Totals 631 100% Totals: 1365 100%

Table 7.0 Comparison to 2011/12 estimates
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Total waste by waste stream (weight)

  Waste for incineration 
  Food waste 
  Bulky waste
  Confidential waste 
  Dry recycling 
  Glass

48%

9%

6% 2%

32%

3%
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The key purpose of a Travel Plan is 
to encourage people to choose more 
sustainable modes of travel and, where 
possible, reduce the need to travel at all. 
Such a plan should include a range of 
measures designed to achieve this goal.
Transport and travel data will be 
included as a Scope 3 (indirect) emission 
requirement by HEFCE in the 2012/13 
Environmental Management Statistics. 
HEFCE have noted that the Travel Planning 
process not only provides a useful source of 
data for Scope 3 monitoring, but provides 
a useful way of reducing carbon emissions 
associated with travel. 
Scope 3 travel emissions include the 
following forms of travel:
•  Business travel – travel undertaken 

by academic and support staff, and 
students, and that is paid for by the 
University. Some modes of business 
travel are classed as mandatory 
reporting items for emissions (air, rail, 
hire car, employees’ own vehicles), 
whereas other modes are optional (public 
transportation, taxis). HEFCE have 
indicated that universities should make 
every effort to report emissions from 
optional travel modes where possible.

•  Commuter travel – travel undertaken 
by academics, support staff and students 
to and from their home (or for students, 
their term-time residence) to the 
University. It is proposed that reporting 
of emissions from all modes of commuter 
travel is optional, but every effort should 
be made to report emissions and that the 
travel is recorded separately for students 
and staff.

The University has been able to capture 
commuter travel information via travel 
surveys with staff and students, but has 
historically struggled with business  
travel data due to a lack of quality data 
captured by current finance processes.  
This is an area that will be addressed 
directly with the Finance and Procurement 
teams in 2013/14.
Additional benefits of Travel Plans listed in 
HEFCE guidance are as follows:
•  Reducing costs, including car park and 

facilities management
•  Improved road safety, particularly for 

pedestrians and cyclists
•  Improving environmental performance, 

including contributing towards ISO14001 
Environmental Management Standard 
Accreditation

•  Staff recruitment and retention, 
primarily by making commuting a viable 
option to more people

•  Increasing community standing, by 
demonstrating commitment to social and 
environmental responsibility

•  Justifying improvements to 
infrastructure, by supporting dialogue 
with transport providers and public 
sector authorities.

The key focus this year was to redevelop the University’s Travel Plan. Since the 
previous Travel Plan was produced and adopted in 2010, the University has 
undergone a process of rationalisation of existing buildings, and 2013 saw the 
planned redevelopment and refurbishment of several buildings. It was therefore 
considered appropriate to produce a new Travel Plan, which will continue to build 
upon the successes of the previous one, and which will address student travel in 
addition to staff travel. 

Transport and travel

22% ▲
staff and students walk  
or cycle to campus

73% 
use public transport

166% ▲
increase in carbon emissions 
from business travel
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Policy objectives
•  Increase the proportion of trips to and 

within the University on foot 
•  Increase the proportion of trips to and 

within the University by cycle 
•  Reduce the proportion of trips to and 

within the University by public transport 
•  Reduce the number of single occupancy 

car trips by staff and students   
•  Build on the successes of the initiatives 

since and adoption of the 2010 Travel Plan 
•  Reduce unnecessary travel   
•  Reduce the University’s impact on climate 

change, per HEFCE Scope 3 guidance 
•  Encourage staff and students to live a 

healthier and more active lifestyle.  

Commentary
Since its inception in 2010, the following 
key actions have taken place in respect of 
the Travel Plan:
•  Production of Travel Plan marketing 

material and distribution/publishing 
online to inform students, staff and 
visitors of sustainable transport options 
to campus buildings

•  Working group established to improve 
signage to/from main transport 
interchanges

•  Provision of additional showers, lockers, 
secure sheltered cycle parking

•  Improving existing cycle parking 
infrastructure

•  Introduction schemes to encourage cycle, 
such as: Cycle to Work Scheme, adult 
cycle training and national cycle events 
e.g., Bike Week

•  First annual monitoring survey 
completed and report produced

•  Revisions to the Travel Plan were made, 
based on the analysis of survey results.

2012/13 targets: transport and travel Status

 Review existing Travel Plan (developed in 2008), amend and 
republish by 31st March 2013 ✔  Met

Identify responsible party with finance to promote policy 
objectives and 2013 target by 31st July 2013 ✘  Not met 4

  Include transport element of Scope 3 baseline within annual 
report by 31st July 2013 ✔  Met

4  Engagement with Finance 
staff was made difficult this 
year with the Professional 
Services Review and 
resulting restructurings and 
redundancies. Engagement 
will be pursued in 2013/14.
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Increasing the number of staff and students 
travelling to the University by foot and bike 
remains a key focus. Measures taken this 
year to help support City cyclists included:
•  City Loves Cycling Day – a full day of 

cycling activities was run in October 
2012. Sponsored and run jointly by 
Transport for London (TfL), London 
Cycling Campaign (LCC) and Police 
Cycle Task Force, activities included 
bike doctor, maintenance workshops, 
route planning and urban cycle advice, 
Exchanging Places-HGV awareness and 
bike security marking, hire bike demos 
and short led rides around London.

•  Cyclescheme – City’s cycle-to-work 
scheme remains a popular incentive 
amongst staff. A total of 93 employees 
have joined the scheme since its 
inception three years ago.

•  Bike doctor visits – regular monthly 
bike doctor visits are arranged at City 
to provide a free cycle maintenance 
service to all our students and staff. 
This initiative remains one of the most 
popular cycling benefits on offer and 
the take up is always high. Occasionally 
these visits will include bike maintenance 
workshops so that cyclists can learn how 
to repair and service their own bikes.

•  Showers – upgrades are being made 
to the main shower facilities in the 
basement of University Building which 
will be ready for use by October 2013. 
Additionally, four new showers have 
been installed in the Health/Sports 
Centre on Sebastian Street.

•  Cycling mail list and Facebook page 
for City cyclists to stay informed and 
connected.

Year Total number of 
participants

2010/11 41

2011/12 28

2012/13 24

Total 93

Travel surveys
Staff and student travel surveys were 
undertaken in April 2013 in order to fully 
understand travel and transportation 
issues across the University. The results 
of these surveys have been used to 
understand how staff travel behaviour has 
changed since the adoption of the 2010 
Travel Plan and to provide a baseline for 
student travel behaviour.
9% of the total staff and student population 
of the University completed the online 
travel survey (703 staff and 1,955 students). 
The survey results showed that 22% of the 
respondents walk or cycle and 73% use 
public transport to travel to the University. 
Convenience, time saving and cost are  
the greatest contributing factors towards 
mode choice.

2013/14 Targets
•  Develop a new Travel Plan Action Plan 

(by 31st October 2013) to ensure successful 
delivery of objectives and targets as 
identified in the 2013 Travel Plan.

•  Identify responsible party within 
Finance (by 31st December 2013) to help 
promote and deliver on travel policy 
objectives and targets. 

•  Liaise with Finance to more accurately 
identify travel spend by School and 
Department in order to address possible 
areas for reduction in business travel (by 
31st July 2014).
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Data for 2012/13
Transport (Scope 1) emissions (Vehicles operated by City) 2012/13

Vehicle Mileage KM
CO2 
emissions 
(kg)

CO2 
emissions 
(tonnes)

Comments

Postal van 
(Ford Transit) 3,815 6,140 1,258.62 1.26 Calculated using figures provided by Ashwoods at 205 

CO2g per kilometre

Sports van 
(Ford TDci) 2,410 3,879 795.09 0.80 Calculated using figures provided by Ashwoods at 205 

CO2g per kilometre

Maintenance van (Ford 
Transit hybrid vehicle) 2,361 3,800 644.42 0.64 Calculated using figures provided by Ashwoods at 

169.60 CO2g per kilometre

Total 8,586 6,140 2,698.14 2.70

Ashwoods Automotive Ltd provided City with its Ford Transit hybrid van. 
Calculations are based on a new European drive cycle test carried out on a Ford Transit SWB Transit compared to the same SWB Hybrid Transit.
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Notes
• �Scope 3 is a methodology used to 

report the result of emissions that are a 
consequence of the University’s actions, 
which occur at sources which are not 
owned or controlled by the University 
and which are not classed as Scope 2 
emissions. Business travel is an example 
of Scope 3 emissions.

• �The University receives business travel 
data from its primary travel agency, Key 
Travel. 

• �The data from Key Travel from 2012/13 
reflects more accurate Scope 3 emissions 
reporting than in previous years. This 
explains why the CO2 emissions are 
significantly higher in comparison to 
previous years.

Business travel (Scope 3) emissions
Travel emissions by type

Travel Type 
(source) Expenditure Distance 

(miles)

Actual (act); 
Estimate 
(est)

CO2 
emissions 
(tonnes)

Comments

2012-13

Air (Key Travel) £233,275 1,749,738 (ACT) 834 All data supplied by Key Travel

Air (SAP) £880,495 6,604,376 (EST) 3,149 Calculated using Key Travel methodology 
(estimated)

Rail (Key Travel) £11,538 27,992 (ACT) 2 All data supplied by Key Travel

Rail & other public transport 
(SAP) £215,642 673,881 (EST) 108 Calculated at 32p/mile and estimated 

emissions at 0.16kg/mile

Private transport, Taxis (SAP) £185,099 92,550 (EST) 41 Calculated at £2/mile and estimated 
emissions at 0.44kg/mile

Total £1,526,049 9,148,538 4,134

2011-12

Air (Key Travel) £169,159 1,454,762 (ACT) 280 All data supplied by Key Travel

Air (SAP) £669,526 5,757,902 (EST) 1,110 Calculated using Key Travel methodology

Rail (Key Travel) £16,452 51,413 (EST) 8 Calculated at 32p/mile and estimated 
emissions at 0.16kg/mile

Rail & other public transport 
(SAP) £238,528 745,400 (EST) 119 Calculated at 32p/mile and estimated 

emissions at 0.16kg/mile

Private transport, Taxis (SAP) £171,106 85,553 (EST) 38 Calculated at £2/mile and estimated 
emissions at 0.44kg/mile

Total £1,264,771 8,095,029 1,556

2010-11

Air (Key Travel) £158,637 1,362,880 (ACT) 268 All data supplied by Key Travel

Air (SAP) £800,357 6,876,015 (EST) 1,352 Calculated using Key Travel methodology

Rail (Key Travel) Not reported on this year

Rail & other public transport 
(SAP) £216,477 693,837 (EST) 111 Calculated at 32p/mile and estimated 

emissions at 0.16kg/mile

Private transport, Taxis (SAP) £176,843 88,422 (EST) 39 Calculated at £2/mile and estimated 
emissions at 0.44kg/mile

Total £1,352,314 9,021,154 1,770

• �The Key Travel data was used to calculate 
an emissions per (£) figure.

• �SAP provides expenditure information 
only. The Key Travel data was applied 
to calculate emissions based on 
expenditure.
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A Sustainable Food Policy was developed 
in 2009 with a view to making progressive 
improvements to our food procurement 
and raising awareness of the benefits of 
healthy eating. City works very closely 
with its contract caterers (Chartwells) in 
implementing the policy objectives. 
Sustainable food and Fairtrade are both 
included in the People & Planet Green 
League criteria. City achieved full points in 
this section this year.

Policy objectives
•  Promote the health and well-being of our 

staff and students
•  Increase sustainable food offerings in the 

catering outlets and hospitality menus
•  Support environmentally friendly 

farming, food/drink production and 
transportation 

•  Ensure animal welfare is on the agenda 
when procuring eggs, meat and dairy 
products

•  Work with our suppliers to progress  
the sustainability agenda across the 
entire estate

•  Maintain Fairtrade University status
•  Ensure our Sustainable Food Policy is 

fully reflected in catering tenders and 
contract(s), where applicable.

City University London is committed to providing healthy and sustainable food to our 
students, staff and visitors, while minimising negative environmental and social effects 
associated with the products and services we provide.

Sustainable food and Fairtrade

2012/13 targets: sustainable food and fairtrade Status

Achieve maximum points in People & Planet sustainable food 
and fair-trade section ✔  Met 5

Achieve accreditations:
•  Chain of Custody (Marine Stewardship Council)
•  Soil Association’s Food for Life Catering Mark (Bronze 

Standard)
•  Compassion in World Farming’s Good Chicken and Good 

Dairy Awards
•  Reaccreditation of Fairtrade University status

✔   Partially 
met 6

Look at new ways to reduce food and packaging waste ✔  Partially met 7

Increase recycling rates within catering outlets ✘  Not met 8

Ensure sustainable food and other environmental/
sustainability objectives are incorporated into the re-tender 
of the catering contract in 2013

✔  Partially met 9

5   City achieved the maximum 
available points (3 points) in the 
sustainable food and Fairtrade 
section of the People & Planet 
Green League.

6  We are still working towards 
all of these and aim to achieve 
them in 2013/14.

7   Food and packaging waste are 
being actively addressed, but 
more needs to be done in this 
area to monitor and measure 
actual reductions.

8   Although we now have actual 
waste and recycling data from 
our waste contractor, these are 
reported by collection site, not 
by individual catering outlet. 
Therefore we are unable to 
determine whether recycling 
rates have improved in the 
outlets. We aim to address this 
in 2013/14.

9   Catering contract not to be re-
tendered until 2014. Meanwhile 
plans are being made to 
incorporate sustainability 
elements into the re-tendering.
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Fairtrade 
City has been certified as a Fairtrade 
University since 2010 by the Fairtrade 
Foundation. We are committed to supporting 
and using Fairtrade products and to 
educating our students and staff of the 
value of Fairtrade. By choosing Fairtrade, 
farmers and workers in developing countries 
are given a better chance to work their way 
out of poverty, through fairer wages, safer 
conditions at work and extra income to invest 
in bringing about changes and improving life 
for their whole communities.
Chartwells (and its parent company Compass 
Group UK) are the leading supporter of 
Fairtrade in the foodservice industry, 
achieving a number of industry firsts 
including swapping to 100% Fairtrade 
sugar and bananas and maintaining double 
digit sales growth of Fairtrade products 
over the last six years. Last year Chartwells 
announced a new Fairtrade retail range 
called EATFAIR which pledges to donate 5p 
for each item sold from the range to dedicated 
EATFAIR foundation projects which 
specifically support growers and producers 
from developing countries in bringing their 
Fairtrade certified products to market. 
All of the garments now sold in the 
Students’ Union are Fairtrade. And 
students are playing a major role in shaping 
City’s Fairtrade strategy by sitting on the 
University’s Fairtrade Steering Group. 
Students are also getting more involved 
in the community Fairtrade projects that 
the University organises together with the 
Islington Fairtrade Group.
City celebrated Fairtrade Fortnight 2013 
(25th February to 10th March) with a range 
of events and activities, including a very 
successful forum “Macro vs Micro – Should 
Fairtrade welcome big business into the 
market?” The panel of various fair trade 
experts, including City’s own Professor 
Tim Lang (Food Policy Centre), discussed 
issues around what is best for farmers in the 
long term and what might have the greatest 
impact on them and the role big business 
plays in that.

City’s vegetable garden
City’s vegetable garden was established in 
2010 as part of the Edible Islington Campaign 
to support new food growing projects across 
the London Borough of Islington. City is 
one of over 100 food projects established in 
Islington since 2009. All projects had the 
same goal – to grow food locally. The garden 
is managed and tended by student and staff 
volunteers who share in the harvest grown. 
The garden is open for City staff and students 
to enjoy and regular volunteer events are 
held in the garden throughout the year to 
encourage more people to get involved.

Food co-op
A food co-op was also established in 2010 
by City’s Environmental Champions to offer 
affordable local, organic and Fairtrade 
products to students and staff. A co-op is an 
excellent way to help raise awareness of the 
benefits of eating a healthy diet. 
This year the co-op was run and managed 
by City’s SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) 
Society. SIFE (now also known as ENACTUS) 
is an international non-profit organisation 
with university teams across 39 countries. 
The City SIFE team is a social enterprise run 
by City University London students, backed 
by business and academic advisors. The 
food co-op was set up as part of City SIFE’s 
TakeCharge project to offer an opportunity 
for participants to apply business and team-
working skills learned by organising and 
running the food co-op stall.

2013/14 Targets
Achieve following certifications:
•  Chain of Custody (Marine Stewardship 

Council)
•  Soil Association’s Food for Life Catering 

Mark (Bronze Standard)
•  Compassion in World Farming’s Good 

Chicken and Good Dairy Awards
•  Re-certification of Fairtrade University 

status
•  Ensure sustainable food and other 

environmental/sustainability objectives 
are incorporated into the re-tender of the 
catering contract.

Commentary
A few facts about the food sold at City:
•  All cheese is vegetarian
•  All eggs are free range and sourced from 

the UK
•  All fish served is sustainable. We do 

not purchase any fish on the Marine 
Stewardship council ‘Fish to Avoid’

•  All tuna is line and pole caught
•  All chicken is sourced from the UK and 

‘Red Tractor Farm Assured’
•  All meat is endorsed with the ‘Five 

Freedoms’ concept and all our fresh beef 
is sourced from the UK

•  All fresh produce is seasonally sourced 
and menus promote seasonality

•  All milk is organic
•  All Hospitality coffee and breakfast tea  

is Fairtrade
•  All bananas are Fairtrade.

Food for Life Catering Mark
City is currently working towards the Soil 
Association’s Food for Life Catering Mark 
(Bronze Standard). This prestigious national 
food award is the only UK-wide certification 
scheme that provides a guarantee that food 
is freshly prepared, free from undesirable 
additives and better for animal welfare. 
Bronze, silver and gold tiers recognise best 
practice and offer caterers with a step-by-
step approach towards using more fresh, 
seasonal, local and organic ingredients. 

Sustainable Fish City and Food 
Legacy campaigns
City was one of the first London universities 
to sign up to the Sustainable Fish City 
campaign, inspired by the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games 2012, to turn London  
into the world’s first ‘sustainable fish city’.  
All fish served at the University is 
sustainably-sourced.
City has also signed up to the Food Legacy 
programme, also inspired by the London 
2012 Food Vision, to further improve the 
health, ethics and sustainability of the food 
we serve.

Healthy eating 
A number of initiatives have been 
implemented to support City’s commitment 
to offering healthy food on campus. Menus 
have been planned to ensure that less meat 
is on offer and special offers are regularly 
provided to encourage people to purchase 
more fruit. Meatless Mondays and Free 
Fruit Fridays were introduced. City actively 
participates in National Vegetarian Week 
when only meat-free options are available 
in the main student cafeteria. Nutritional 
content is increasingly being added to items 
to help educate consumers and each month  
a specific seasonal vegetable is profiled  
and promoted and used in a number of 
different dishes. 
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One of the principles of our Environmental 
Sustainability Policy is “to mitigate the 
University’s impacts on biodiversity by 
incorporating the principles of conservation 
into estate planning and management 
and by preserving and enhancing existing 
habitats where possible.” 
Biodiversity also forms a key part of the 
Key Performance Indicator for the Strategic 
Plan 2012-16 (People & Planet Green 
League) for environmental performance. As 
such, objectives and targets in this area are 
now incorporated into our Environmental 
Management System.

Policy objectives
•  To comply with all relevant UK 

legislation regarding biodiversity 
and link this with our Environmental 
Management System

•  To devise and implement a biodiversity 
strategy and action plan which will be 
reviewed regularly

•  To maintain and where possible enhance 
biodiversity on campus

•  To consider the ecological impacts 
and opportunities for ecological 
enhancement of any new buildings and 
refurbishment projects

•  To raise awareness of biodiversity at the 
University and encourage students and 
staff to engage in biodiversity activities

•  To work in partnership with 
environmental groups and local 
authorities where appropriate.

City is committed to protecting and enhancing biodiversity on campus. 
We recognise that our operations have the potential to impact biodiversity both 
directly and indirectly and that we have a responsibility to manage this impact. 

Biodiversity

2012/13 targets: sustainable food and Fairtrade Status

Develop and communicate biodiversity baseline ✔  Met

Develop and communicate biodiversity strategy and action plan 
to ensure inclusion within estates strategy ✔  Met

Actively identify biodiversity actions and look to foster student 
engagement within these activities ✔  Met

Increase available green space by a minimum of 5% through 
estates strategy ✔  Met 10

10  Additional green space has 
been identified and planned 
for upcoming estates projects. 
Key amongst these are the 
establishment of two green 
roofs (one on the Students’ 
Union as part of the main 
entrance project and one on 
the new building planned for 
Sebastian Street). Green space 
is also being planned for the  
Tait Level 1 courtyard and 
outside	the	Tait	Building	 
(along Ashby Street).
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An arboriculture tree survey was conducted 
for the trees located along Spencer Street, 
Goswell Road, Ashby Street and Sebastian 
Street as part of the developing estates 
projects which have potential to impact 
those trees. Only one tree along Goswell 
Road has been identified for removal and 
replacement.

Plans for 2013/14 
As part of City’s estates strategy, current 
biodiversity enhancements have been 
proposed as part of the following projects:
•  Main entrance – two green roof areas 

on the Atrium Lantern Space; lecture 
space light with raised planters and 
seating adjacent to the Drysdale Building 
on Spencer Street; Drysdale Courtyard 
contemplative garden and planter seats 
between the Drysdale Building and 
Students’ Union; and a new feature tree, 
tree pit and planters near the corner of 
the Tait Building for wayfinding.

•  Tait Building – biodiversity features 
added to the Tait Level 1 courtyard; new 
planters along existing podium on Ashby 
Street.

2013/14 Targets
•  Increase available green space by 10% by 

2017 through projects already identified 
as part of the estates strategy.

•  Develop biodiversity good practice 
measure for projects (to link with 
sustainability register for contractors 
to show how they will comply with out 
biodiversity targets/KPI).

Commentary 
Existing biodiversity projects at City
•  College Courtyard – an open air, quiet 

contemplative garden in the centre 
courtyard of the College Building. 
Contains a green wall, green roof over 
the performance theatre, bamboo trees 
and seating areas.

•  Vegetable garden – situated behind the 
Parkes Building off Spencer Street and 
also accessible via Goswell Place. The 
garden was established in 2010 as part 
of an Edible Islington grant and includes 
raised bed planters, fruit trees, compost 
bins, water butt, small greenhouse, 
storage shed and picnic table. Student 
and staff volunteers tend the garden and 
share the crops. 

New projects in 2012/13
A biodiversity baseline survey was carried 
out in 2012 which helped to identify 
the specific biodiversity habitats and 
species that currently exist at the main 
Northampton Square site and suggested 
areas for improvements and enhancements.
In follow up to the baseline survey, a 
biodiversity policy and strategy were 
developed for City to ensure mechanisms 
are in place for maintaining and  
enhancing the biodiversity on campus 
and as part of any new building and 
refurbishment projects. 
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The majority of these major refurbishment 
projects will be completed as this report 
goes to press. To ensure the ongoing 
sustainability of these and future projects, 
a process has been developed to ensure 
all relevant sustainability project aspects 
are monitored and targeted throughout 
the project delivery process. The SKA 
evaluation methodology was adopted 
for all refurbishment projects, with a 
minimum silver required for all projects at 
design and handover. There are currently 
13 projects being assessed under the SKA 
criteria.
Commissioning of the University Combined 
Cooling Heat and Power plant was deferred 
into this year, with commissioning 
of the engine taking place during the 
winter period October – May 2013 and 
the absorption cooling element during 
the summer months. Whilst the system 
performed well in the prolonged winter, 
the summer commissioning proved more 
problematic, which unfortunately reduced 
the benefits throughout the year.

Policy objectives
•  To initiate an environmental cost benefit 

analysis for all new major projects, 
retrofits and refurbishments. 

•  Ensure a minimum of 70% recycled 
material in all projects

Commentary 
Construction activities at City are crucial 
for ensuring environmental compliance 
under ISO 14001. To this end, the University 
Projects team is represented on the 
University Environment Committee by the 
Head of Projects and the University Energy 
& Environment Manager plays a key role 
on all projects. The sustainability brief 
and register and the inclusion of the SKA 
assessment methodology in the planning 
of construction activities has meant that 
the Environment team has been closely 
involved in the projects delivered this year 
and in the planning of future projects. 
Specifically: 
•  Independent surveys were provided 

to support planning applications to 
Islington Borough Council, including 
travel and transport analysis, 
arboriculture and biodiversity

•  Environmental audits were undertaken 
on all major projects. 

The 2012/13 academic year has been particularly significant in terms 
of construction and development as the implementation of the estates 
strategy began in May 2012. Feasibility and subsequent delivery of a total 
of nine Phase One projects were initiated within the 2012/13 academic 
year, with a value of £28,000,000.

Construction and maintenance

2012/13 targets: Construction and maintenance Status

Develop and embed sustainability brief and sustainability 
register to monitor progress against all estates strategy 
sustainability targets from design to completion and handover.

✔  Met

Develop master register for all projects to be reported internally 
on a monthly basis and published annually as an appendix to 
the annual sustainability report.

✔  Met

Establish minimum recycling rate for all projects below SWMP 
threshold to be reported in 2012/13 annual report. ✔  Partially met
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The SKA methodology currently used for 
these assessments is designed for office 
refurbishments as such some elements of 
scope are not applicable to higher education 
refurbishments. For this reason a minimum 
silver requirement has been set. A number 
of projects such as the recent Cass Executive 
development can however achieve all scope 
elements due to their similarity to office 
specifications. In these instances a gold 
accreditation has been targeted.
The University has continued its 
participation in the Waste Resources 
Action Plan (WRAP) “Halving Waste to 
Landfill”. As part of this commitment, the 
University will ensure that contractors 
produce Site Waste Management Plans on 
all projects above £300K, that amounts 
of waste to be produced in each waste 
stream are forecasted and identified; and 
that a waste recovery route is identified. 
The commitment also requires that the 
contractor monitors waste streams and 
recovers at least 80% of material generated 
through demolition or strip out. 
Site Waste Management Plans were 
produced for 17 projects. While several of 
these projects are still underway, the Site 
Waste Management Plans of four completed 
projects have been used to produce the table 

below which shows the tonnage of waste 
produced from construction activities and 
the route of diversion from landfill.
Several larger projects were delivered 
during this academic year, including 
the refurbishment of the City Innovation 
Centre, the refurbishment of the Gloucester 
Building, the refurbishment of the Social 
Sciences Building entrance/reception and 
the refurbishment of the Health Centre. The 
water proofing works carried by Grenville 
are also included. Alongside the larger 
projects detailed above, several smaller 
maintenance projects were delivered during 
2012/13. While these projects do not require 
a Site Waste Management Plan due to their 
individual value being <£300K, University 
policy states that these projects must also 
achieve a minimum recycling rate of 70%. 
These figures were not available at the time 
of report publication and will therefore be 
published on the University website and 
issued as an addendum. 
The University retains robust F-Gas 
and Care of Substances Hazardous to 
Health COSHH registers, each of which 
are held by the operations team and 
stored centrally. In addition to this, the 
University has developed an online 
managed environmental legislation 
register. Monthly reports are generated 
and sent to the Energy and Environmental 
Manager, highlighting legislative changes 
relevant to the University. The Energy and 
Environmental Manager then ensures that 
the maintenance managers and project 
managers are aware of any changes to be 
communicated to contractors as necessary. 
This Environmental Legislation Register 
was reviewed as part of the ISO 14001 audit 
and certified fit for purpose.

2013/14 Targets
•  100% of projects to achieve a minimum 

SKA silver rating at handover
•  Ensure inclusion of requirement for 

all projects to produce a site waste 
management plan within employer’s 
requirements

•  Maintain 80% of all construction waste 
diverted from landfill.

Contractor Quantity (tonnes) Recycled (tonnes) Recycled (%) Method

Grenville 
(Orion waste) 8.30 8.21 98.95% Off-site MRF

Grenville 
(E- One waste) 220.00 220.00 100.00% Off-site MRF

Overbury 93.40 79.39 85.00% Off-site MRF

Overbury 154.10 124.82 81.00% Off-site MRF

Russell Cawberry 57.74 56.59 98.01% Off-site MRF

Totals 533.54 489.01 91.65%

Gold 46%

Silver 54%

Estates Strategy projects SKA 
classification at design stage 91.65% ▲

recycling rate across 
construction projects

13 ►
Projects achieving a minimum 
SKA silver rating

1 ►
Project	targeting	BREEAM	
excellent rating
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HEFCE has stated an intention to include 
Scope 3 emissions, including supply chain 
emissions, in its 2012/13 assessment of 
University emissions. It is imperative that 
we consider the impact and sustainability 
of the University’s procurement and supply 
chain, as this may affect the amount of 
funding the University receives in the 
future.
Procurement is also included in the 
People & Planet Green League criteria, 
with a requirement that institutions set 
sustainable procurement targets to reduce 
environmental impacts.

Policy objectives
•  Investigate the impact of the University’s 

spending in order to identify 
environmental impacts

•  Encourage and persuade suppliers 
to operate environmentally friendly 
processes and supply environmentally 
friendly products

•  Work with key suppliers to bring 
about changes and thereby spread 
sustainability improvements throughout 
the supply chain

•  Ensure that, where appropriate, 
environmental criteria are used in the 
award of contracts

•  Encourage internal purchasers to 
review their consumption of goods and 
materials, in order to reduce usage and 
adopt more environmentally friendly 
products, including the use of recycled 
products as appropriate.

Sustainable procurement is an important part of the University’s wider commitment 
to sustainability and of its need for efficient and cost-effective procurement. City has 
a Sustainable Procurement Policy which recognises its responsibility to carry out 
purchasing activities in an environmentally responsible and sustainable manner.

Sustainable procurement

2012/13 targets: Sustainable procurement Status

Review existing sustainable procurement policy, amend and 
add monitoring metrics ✔  Met 11

Identify requirements within procurement flexible framework 
as promoted by HEFCE ✔  Met 12

Develop and deliver action plan to meet requirements of flexible 
framework ✔  Met 13

11   The Sustainable Purchasing 
Policy was reviewed this year 
and the Flexible Framework was 
adopted in order to manage 
and monitor sustainable 
procurement performance.

12   A self-assessment against 
the Flexible Framework 
has been carried out with 
the Procurement team and 
objectives for achieving new 
levels over 2013/14 have  
been agreed.

13   An action plan has been 
implemented and the 
Environment team are meeting 
regularly with Procurement  
to progress.
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Commentary
Flexible Framework 
City has adopted the Flexible Framework 
for promoting sustainable procurement 
objectives and ensuring that they are 
effectively monitored. 
The Flexible Framework is a widely-used 
self-assessment tool developed by the 
government-sponsored UK Sustainable 
Procurement Taskforce, which allows 
organisations to measure and monitor 
their progress on sustainable procurement 
over time. The suggested approach to 
implementing the Flexible Framework is 
to systematically work through each of the 
five themes from levels one to five.

This involves five levels of achievement, 
namely:
• Level 1 – Foundation
• Level 2 – Embed
• Level 3 – Practice
• Level 4 – Enhance
• Level 5 – Lead.
The five Levels of success are measured 
across the following themes:
• People
• Policy, Strategy and Communications
• Procurement Process
• Engaging Suppliers
• Measurements and Results.
Following a self-assessment against the 
Flexible Framework, City is averaging 
Level 2 across most areas. Our current 
assessments are highlighted below in green 
and our objective targets for 2013/14 are 
highlighted in yellow. Our target for 2013/14 
is to achieve Level 2 on the People section of 
the Framework and Level 3 (minimum) on 
all remaining sections by 31st July 2014.
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Flexible 
Framework

Foundation 
Level 1

Embed 
Level 2

Practice 
Level 3

Enhance 
Level 4

Lead 
Level 5

Comments 
(City’s current 
position)

People Sustainable 
procurement 
champion identified. 
Key procurement 
staff have received 
basic training 
in sustainable 
procurement 
principles. 
Sustainable 
procurement 
is included as 
part of a key 
employee induction 
programme.

All procurement 
staff have received 
basic training 
in sustainable 
procurement 
principles. Key 
staff have received 
advanced training 
on sustainable 
procurement 
principles.

Targeted refresher 
training on latest 
sustainable 
procurement 
principles. 
Performance 
objectives and 
appraisal include 
sustainable 
procurement factors. 
Simple incentive 
programme in place.

Sustainable 
procurement 
included in 
competencies and 
selection criteria. 
Sustainable 
procurement is 
included as part of 
employee induction 
programme.

Achievements are 
publicised and 
used to attract 
procurement 
professionals. 
Internal and external 
awards are received 
for achievements. 
Focus is on benefits 
achieved. Good 
practice shared with 
other organisations.

A sustainable procurement 
champion has been identified and 
the rest of the Procurement team 
have basic training in sustainable 
procurement principles as a 
result of individuals having 
a CIPS qualification and/or 
attending CIPS events as part of 
their Continuous Professional 
Development. Additional training 
is being identified to ensure key 
staff have advanced training 
on sustainable procurement 
principles. Regular meetings are 
held between the Environment 
team and Procurement as part 
of informal training to share 
thoughts/ideas to act as refresher 
training.

Policy,  
Strategy & 
Communications

Agree overarching 
sustainability 
objectives. Simple 
sustainable 
procurement policy 
in place endorsed by 
CEO. Communicate 
to staff and key 
suppliers.

Review and enhance 
sustainable 
procurement 
policy, in particular 
consider supplier 
engagement. 
Ensure it is part of a 
wider Sustainable 
Development 
strategy. 
Communicate to 
staff, suppliers and 
key stakeholders.

Augment the 
sustainable 
procurement policy 
into a strategy 
covering risk, 
process integration, 
marketing, supplier 
engagement, 
measurement and 
a review process. 
Strategy endorsed 
by CEO.

Review and enhance 
the sustainable 
procurement 
strategy, in 
particular 
recognising the 
potential of new 
technologies. Try 
to link strategy to 
EMS and include in 
overall corporate 
strategy.

Strategy is reviewed 
regularly, externally 
scrutinised and 
directly linked to 
organisations’ EMS. 
The Sustainable 
Procurement 
strategy recognised 
by political leaders, 
is communicated 
widely. A detailed 
review is undertaken 
to determine future 
priorities and a 
new strategy is 
produced beyond 
this framework.

Sustainable Procurement Policy 
is in place and available to 
supply chain as part of tendering 
process. Supplier review process 
being rolled out to top tier 
suppliers by spend and risk. 
As part of ongoing contract 
management, suppliers will be 
assessed against a range of 
characteristics, including their 
progress against sustainability 
goals (to get to Levels 3 and 4).

Procurement 
Process

Expenditure analysis 
undertaken and 
key sustainability 
impacts identified. 
Key contracts start 
to include general 
sustainability 
criteria. Contracts 
awarded on the 
basis of value-for-
money, not lowest 
price. Procurers 
adopt Quick Wins.

Detailed 
expenditure analysis 
undertaken, key 
sustainability risks 
assessed and used 
for prioritisation. 
Sustainability 
is considered at 
an early stage in 
the procurement 
process of most 
contracts. Whole-
life-cost analysis 
adopted.

All contracts are 
assessed for general 
sustainability risks 
and management 
actions identified. 
Risks managed 
throughout all 
stages of the 
procurement 
process. Targets 
to improve 
sustainability are 
agreed with key 
suppliers

Detailed 
sustainability risks 
assessed for high 
impact contracts. 
Project/contract 
sustainability 
governance is in 
place. A life-cycle 
approach to cost/
impact assessment 
is applied.

Life-cycle analysis 
has been undertaken 
for key commodity 
areas. Sustainability 
Key Performance 
Indicators agreed 
with key suppliers. 
Progress is rewarded 
or penalised based 
on performance. 
Barriers	to	
sustainable 
procurement have 
been	removed.	Best	
practice shared with 
other organisations.

Detailed expenditure analysis 
undertaken. Sustainability is 
considered at an early stage in 
the procurement process – at 
pre-qualifcation and tender 
stage. Whole life cost analysis 
is adopted for capital projects. 
A supplier review process is 
being rolled out to address 
sustainability risks to get to 
Level 3.

Engaging 
Suppliers

Key supplier 
spend analysis 
undertaken and 
high sustainability 
impact suppliers 
identified. Key 
suppliers targeted 
for engagement 
and views on 
procurement policy 
sought.

Detailed supplier 
spend analysis 
undertaken. 
General programme 
of supplier 
engagement 
initiated, with 
senior manager 
involvement.

Targeted supplier 
engagement 
programme in place, 
promoting continual 
sustainability 
improvement. Two 
way communication 
between procurer 
and supplier exists 
with incentives. 
Supply chains for 
key spend areas 
have been mapped.

Key suppliers 
targeted for 
intensive 
development. 
Sustainability 
audits and supply 
chain improvement 
programmes in 
place. Achievements 
are formally 
recorded. CEO 
involved in 
the supplier 
engagement 
programme.

Suppliers 
recognised as 
essential to delivery 
of organisations’ 
sustainable 
procurement 
strategy. CEO 
engages with 
suppliers.	Best	
practice shared 
with other/peer 
organisations. 
Suppliers recognise 
they must 
continually improve 
their sustainability 
profile to keep the 
clients business.

Detailed expenditure analysis 
undertaken. General programme 
of supplier engagement 
with senior management 
involvement. Supplier Review 
process will ensure formal 2-way 
communication takes place. Key 
supply chains identifying the 
top 20 suppliers by spend will 
be identified and risks managed 
appropriately to get to Level 3.

Measurements 
& Results

Key sustainability 
benefits of 
procurement activity 
have been identified.

Detailed appraisal 
of the sustainability 
benefits of the 
procurement 
activity has been 
undertaken. 
Measures 
implemented 
to manage the 
identified high risk 
impact areas.

Sustainability 
measures refined 
from general 
departmental 
measures to include 
individual procurers 
and are linked 
to development 
objectives.

Measures are 
integrated into a 
balanced score card 
approach reflecting 
both input and 
output. Comparison 
is made with peer 
organisations. 
Benefit	statements	
have been 
produced.

Measures used to 
drive organisational 
sustainable 
development 
strategy direction. 
Progress formally 
benchmarked with 
peer organisations. 
Benefits	from	
sustainable 
procurement are 
clearly evidenced. 
Independent audit 
reports available in 
the public domain.

Measures have been 
implemented (via SKA) to 
identify high risk impact areas 

Flexible Framework (City)   Achieved 2012/13
 Target 2013/14
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Supplier reviews
City is a member of the Southern 
Universities Purchasing Consortium 
(SUPC), the largest of six regional higher 
education purchasing consortia that 
operate throughout the UK. SUPC offers 
its members a wide range of collaborative 
purchase agreements covering most 
commodity areas and encourages all of 
its suppliers to operate with corporate 
social responsibility. As part of the 
tender process, bidders are asked several 
questions relating to sustainability, and 
SUPC takes sustainable development 
into consideration where possible when 
awarding agreements. 
At City, suppliers are assessed at the 
supplier selection stage to ensure they 
have the appropriate environmental 
credentials. Additionally, annual reviews 
of key suppliers (high risk or high spend) 
are carried out. A Supplier Review template 
has been developed which measures 
supplier performance in five categories 
against a range of criteria which is suitable 
to that supplier/set of suppliers. One 
of the sections covers progress against 
environmental objectives. 
Of the top twenty suppliers (by spend) 
of services to the University, four are in 
the field of construction, and so their 
sustainability impact is managed by the 
SKA process, under management of the 
Energy and Environment Manager. 

Ethical investment
A new Ethical Investment Policy was 
implemented at City this year, which 
enabled us to gain another two points in 
the People & Planet Green League.
The University aims to remain consistent 
with the ethical values it champions. 
For that reason, the University will not 
invest in companies whose activities 
could be seen to endanger individuals or 
groups of people, or whose activities are 
inconsistent with the mission and values of 
the University, its community and its wider 
stakeholder network.
The Ethical Policy objectives commit us to: 
•  Consider the ethical implications of all 

future investments alongside commercial 
opportunities

•  Allow members of the University 
community and other relevant 
stakeholders to engage with the ethical 
investment policy by posting the 
policy on the University webpages with 
appropriate contact details

•  Ensure that fund managers responsible 
for the University’s investments are 
operating to socially responsible 
objectives consistent with those of the 
University

•  Review this policy on an annual basis as 
part of the University’s Treasury Policy.

2013/14 Target
•  Achieve Level 2 on the People section 

of the Flexible Framework and Level 3 
(minimum) on all remaining sections by 
31st July 2014.

  Achieved 2012/13
 Target 2013/14
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This year we were able to take on a new 
part-time Sustainable Behaviour Assistant 
who was tasked primarily with managing 
student and staff engagement programmes 
and campaigns. The Sustainable Behaviour 
Assistant also implemented a new City 
environment blog for staff and students to 
keep updated on various initiatives taking 
place. By adding an additional member to 
the Environment team, we were also able to 
increase our score in the Green League by 
two points. 

Commentary
Environmental Champions Network
Most of the engagement at the University 
has been in the form of the volunteers 
who participate in the Environmental 
Champions Network. At present there are 
around 70 staff champions and over 200 
student champions who have committed 
to help City attain its environmental goals 
by getting involved in initiatives and 
encouraging others to practice greener 
behaviours.

Green Impact
This was City’s 4th year of participation 
in the Green Impact programme. Green 
Impact is an environmental accreditation 
and awards scheme run by the National 
Union of Students, bringing staff and 
students together with their wider 
communities to enable and showcase 
positive changes in environmental practice.
Changes to the Green Impact workbook 
were made this year to better align the 
criteria to City’s overall environmental 
objectives, so that all those participating 
were effectively doing their part to enable 
City to reach its environmental targets.
Fourteen of the teams who participated in 
2011-12 took part again in 2012-13, so there 
was a net gain of eight new teams this year.
This year saw the introduction of new 
Green Impact Project Assistants (GIPAs); 
seven student environmental champions 
participated as GIPAs and led 10 of the 22 
teams taking part this year. Another 32 
students volunteered for the Green Impact 
Auditor training and audits. Not only are 
there benefits for the staff teams involved, 
but there is also the added benefit of 
making our students more employable. 
Through the Green Impact scheme, we 
equip students with transferable skills 
such as time management, leadership 
and project management and we ensure 
that they carry sustainability skills with 
them to their future work places in order to 
influence change.

City aims to increase environmental and sustainability awareness and 
responsibility amongst students and staff and encourage wider participation in 
the University’s sustainability initiatives. Stakeholder engagement is imperative 
to the University’s transition towards environmental sustainability and forms a 
key part of the People & Planet Green League criteria.

Stakeholder engagement

2012/13 targets: Stakeholder engagement Status

Develop and communicate a Stakeholder Engagement Action 
Plan by 31st October 2012. ✔  Met
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Environmental Champions and Green 
Impact participants were formally 
recognised for their achievements this 
year at a special awards luncheon held in 
April. Keynote speakers included Professor 
Ken Grattan (Dean, City Graduate School 
and Chair of the Sustainability Committee) 
and Dusty Gedge (urban ecologist and 
performer).

Staff training
The Leadership and Staff Development 
Unit (L&SDU) have been working with the 
Sustainability Group and Environmental 
Committee to support City’s agenda 
on sustainability. To help raise staff 
awareness of City’s green initiatives, 
general ‘Environmental Awareness’ 
training sessions have been held quarterly. 
These have been aimed at new staff and 
in particular for staff who are interested in 
finding out what City is doing to address its 
environmental impact and how they can 
help and become involved in sustainability 
at City. 
This is the first year these sessions have 
been offered and the uptake from staff has 
been mixed. A review of the format and 
publicity will be undertaken for next year. 
It is also planned next year to run bespoke 
workshops for key staff who have direct 
involvement in environmental impact 
at City including operational managers, 
project managers, maintenance staff, 
porters and cleaners. These aim to act 
as refresher training following on from 
workshops run in 2011-12.
In addition to the general ‘Environmental 
Awareness’ sessions, in 2012-13 an 
environmental stall has been available for 
new staff to visit as part of the ‘Welcome 
to City’ corporate staff induction event. 
All new staff are invited and encouraged 
to attend this event by L&SDU. Also local 
induction guidelines (available from 
L&SDU’s website) for new employees at 
the University include a meeting with 
an Environmental Champion or the 
Environmental Officer.

22% ▲
increase in Green  
Impact teams

40% ▲
increase in Environmental 
Champions

68% ▲
increase in greening actions 
delivered by staff and students

Looking ahead
Student engagement remains a priority for 
the year ahead. The key engagement project 
for the next two years will be the new NUS 
Green Fund project that City’s Students’ 
Union recently bid on and received 
funding for. The Students’ Green fund is 
a £5 million funding pot given to the NUS 
by HEFCE to fund sustainability projects 
through students’ unions. City’s project 
will be managed by the Students’ Union 
in collaboration with the Environment 
and Enterprise teams and will enable 
students to bid for funding for their own 
sustainability projects.
Education for sustainable development 
will also be a key focal area for City’s 
Sustainability Group this year. The aim is 
to find new and innovative ways of getting 
sustainability in the teaching and learning 
at City. This is the one section of the People 
& Planet Green League that City continues 
to perform poorly in (zero points) and yet 
43% of all participating universities scored 
full points in this section. 

2013/14 Targets
•  Define objectives for each group of 

stakeholders to use as monitoring and 
evaluation plan

•  Increase points in the Staff and Student 
Engagement section of the People & 
Planet Green League

•  Increase points in the Education and 
Learning section of the People & Planet 
Green League.

Award Level Number of teams 
2011-12

Number of teams 
2012-13

Platinum N/A 2

Gold 5 3

Silver 1 4

Bronze 11 10

Working towards 
accreditation 1 3

Total teams 18 22

Green Impact teams and award winners:
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